
Solo Piano Improvisation 

a. Step 1 - Intro  
 Solo piano improvisation. This is one of the hardest skills to master in 

jazz piano because we are the one improvising and accompanying 

ourselves! But don’t let that stop you. If you have been diligently 

practicing the components this far, then adding improvisation should 

be quite easy. In fact, your LH foundation will stay completely the 

same while the RH begins to improvise. Now this situation alone will 

begin to give people anxiety because how could you possibly focus on 

improv in your RH while your LH is going? Well, hopefully, your LH 

will be on autopilot while you focus on your RH improvisation. 

Here’s how to start.  

 

b. How To Start  
i. LH Bass Notes RH Improv 

 

The easiest way to start, is going to be with your LH playing 

simple bass note harmonies while your RH is improvising with 

whatever level you are at. Remember, this is a solo piano 

course, so use whatever improvisation tools you currently have 

to start. Our goal is to be simple at first and just start the basics 

so we can get the hang of it.  

 

 

 

 



ii. Broken Stride with LH Components 

 

After we have gotten use to the act of improvising while your 

LH is accompanying ourselves, we will want to try to progress 

to using our LH components. The majority of solo piano 

improv will use this texture. After building this foundation, 

anything is possible. 

 

 

iii. How to practice Improv for Solo Piano 

 

When practicing your solo piano improv, the most important 

point I can make is to make sure your LH is on autopilot. 

Improvisation with our RH is hard enough without having to 

worry about what both hands are doing. When you have 

mastered your LH over a tune then you will find that 

improvising with your RH is much, much easier.  

 

 

 

 

 
 


